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I wrote you in another letter, when people begin in meditation do have this 'chaos',
which is  not  only  their  own mind,  but  something the enemy enforces too.  With
actual inhalations of 500 fire breaths, in complete awareness on how to do it, I don't
know how come this can be safe. As for the rest, I have had these experiences with
chaos, binding, attacks that went physical, other people etc. All I can tell you is to
keep going. You need to use the runes Algiz or Berkano or both. Fight back like
Serpentfire666 told you. Inhale Satanic fire, condense it and let it go onto them.

Or  surround  them  with  Satanic  energy  and  keep  affirming  that  Satan's  Will  is
executed upon them. Keep just saying it and visualizing the blue flames. When you
feel you're under attack, affirm: "I am inhaling Satanic energy into the soul of the
person attacking me”. The psychic shit will meet a dead end. Don't measure your
power on how many attacks you receive. If you do, you leave some hole from which
the enemy gets to you. They can't and won't interfere in all the affairs of somebody
all the time. All they do is make you think of this, believe it, then see it unfolding in
your life and feel terror. 

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!
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jhd4412 wrote:

Hello, I posted this before and have continued doing what i have been doing. I
keep up my aura of protection, do my meditations daily, practice the kaballah,
do  yoga,  and  about  500  breaths  of  fire  in  one  session  and  practice  my
visualization,  etc.  For a while now, things have been improving.  However,  I
continuously hear the same beings trying to bribe me with money, they interfere
in my spell workings, interfere in my communications with the gods, basically in
all  my endeavors.  Even when doing  my meditations  I  have to  continuously
remove enemy link I feel attach to me while doing them. > Yesterday night while
going to bed after doing my meditations and yoga I saw images of various kinds
of greys. Some with long skinny faces, other short, etc, etc. Then felt beings
poking me. > I asked if they were greys they said I was right. Then asked if they
were enemy nordics they said I was right. Then proceeded to offer me money,
and I think at the cost of my empowerment. Of course, I said no. > > I still try to
continue to communicate telepathically with the gods, and have had success in
the past  until  the last  few months.  I  asked about  this before and got  some
suggestions. Also, i program the dwelling I reside in to keep them out, but they
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interfere with that as well. Meaningless to say, they are not on our side. > >
Does anyone else have anything to add. > > Mind you, I'm not scared just a
little bit annoyed, and I understand it is due to my progression and them feeling
that I am a threat to them. Oh yeah, it got worse when I was thinking of the
various prophetic dreams I've had throughout my life, like they understood them
and got really worried. Regardless, I'll continue with what I have been doing. I
know that is what scares them the most. > > I prefer not to ask this, but I'm not
entirely sure as to what else to do. Can someone possibly aid in this. I hope I
don't  need  help  because  I  am  trying  to  become  my  own  god.  And  I  am
beginning to think I am getting much closer. > 


